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Welcome BACK - Big Dogs!
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The Big Dog Model...
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Today we move on to Base Camp 2
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Today’s Training
1.Financing Deals
2.Filling in Your Power Team
3.More Marketing
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Financing Deals!
‣The biggest concern investors have 
when building their business is 
FINDING MONEY
‣The truth is money is looking for deals
‣Focus on #1: Finding Deals

‣#2: Finding people (possibly with money) looking for 
deals

‣Hint: #2 is easier to find
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Money For Deals
‣Your Cash or Credit
‣OPM - Other People’s Money
‣Hard $$

‣Private $$ 
‣Bank $$ 
‣ Investors/Partners

‣OPL - Other People’s Loans
‣ Subject-To/AMPS

‣Notes

‣IOU’s
‣Equity Partnering
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Your Cash or Credit
‣If you have (a bunch) of $$, you can 
fund your own deals
‣However:
‣This will NOT build a scalable business

‣You will run out

‣You will not learn anything you need to learn to grow
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Your Cash or Credit, cont.
‣Consider financing the BUY but using 
your $$ for the renovations
‣Ex. Borrow $100K to buy the house, and use your owe 
$30K for the renovations

‣Now, your money can fund 3x as many deals, plus you 
don’t need to fool with draws plus you look better to 
the lender...
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Where To Find Your $$?
‣Cash Reserves
‣Credit Card Advances
‣Home Equity LOC
‣Hint: Everyone should GET THIS NOW!

‣Your (self directed) IRA!
‣www.QuestIRA.com

‣Business LOC
‣Equity Account (stocks) Margin Loan
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OPM - Other People’s Money

‣Hard $$
‣Easy to find. Fast.  Expensive. 

‣Bank $$ 
‣Hard to find (that support investor deals). Slow. Cheap. 

‣Private $$ 
‣~Hard to easy. Slow to Fast. Moderate to expensive. 

‣Investors/Partners
‣Easy to find. Fast. Participates in risk and reward.
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So you find a great deal, now what?

‣If you decide to do it on your own, you’ll 
need to get the money for it
‣If you are getting a new loan, you have 
choices:
‣Conventional Financing (if available)

‣Hard Money / Private Money

‣Note: Plan on having enough money in 
the bank to service the loan until you sell 
the property – have 2x what you expect 
the sales time to be in your bank account
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Hard Money – what to ask
‣What are the terms of your loan?
‣What is the term length?
‣ Typically 6-12 months (with an option to renew)

‣What interest rate do you charge?
‣ Typically 12-15%

‣How many points do you charge?
‣ Typically 2-5 points

‣ Typically paid at the time of closing, but can be financed into the deal

‣Example: on a $100K loan with 2 
points, you have to pay back $102K 
(alternatively you only get $98K)
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Hard Money – what to ask
‣What are the terms of your loan?
‣Are there any other up-front fees?
‣Appraisal Fee

‣Deal evaluation fee – be careful here….

‣ Is it refundable if they don’t do the deal?

‣How are payments handled? 
‣ Typically interest only 

‣ Typically monthly

‣ Some (very few) will give you a no-payment loan and you just pay all 
the accrued interest at the time you pay off the note (when you sell it)
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Cross-collateralization
‣When they add your other property 
(or properties) to the loan
‣Only comes into play if you default

‣Gives a hard money lender a “warm 
fuzzy” about you and your 
willingness / ability to repay
‣Sometimes (rarely) it’s a requirement

‣ Especially on a thin money deal

‣ Especially the first time you work with a new lender
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Personal Guarantees
‣Technically not required for Hard Money 
loans but sometimes asked for
‣Offering this may mitigate the need for cross-collateralization

‣This does eliminate some of the advantages of buying a 
property in an LLC (WRT liability protection)

‣Gives a hard money lender a “warm fuzzy” 
about you and your willingness / ability to 
repay
‣Sometimes it’s a requirement

‣ Especially on a thin money deal

‣ Especially the first time you work with a new lender
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Several Types of Hard Money Loans

1.The hard money lender loans you the 
money to purchase the property ONLY

2.The hard money lender loans you the 
money to purchase the property and 
Rehab it

3.The hard money lender loans you the 
money to Rehab the property ONLY(rare)
‣You choose which one you need based 
on your cash position and the property

16
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Loan to Rehab a Property
‣How are draws handled?
‣What is the Inspection fee?
‣ Some companies want to send out a licensed appraiser in order to 

approve a draw

‣ This can cost up to $500

‣When can I get an inspection?
‣ You’re typically on the lender’s time table

‣How long does it take to get my Wire?
‣Most companies take from a few days to one week
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Loan to Rehab a Property
‣How are draws handled?
‣Many times the lender wants to give draws on specific 

schedules and after completion of major milestones
‣ For example: after foundation, framing, rough plumbing/electrical, roof, 

masonry, sheetrock, flooring, etc.

‣You need to be clear on this because otherwise the 
payments to the contractors are going to be coming out 
of your pocket (or the contractors will have to be very 
patient….)

‣Story:  Builder in Calera who got 
approval from the appraiser, but the 
bank refused to pay
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Interest Payment Calculations

‣Is interest computed on the whole 
loan or only active funds?
‣On rehab loans you only want it to be on the funds you 
presently have taken out, although it’s usually the 
entire amount (that is often held in an escrow account)

‣On purchase loans, it’s obviously the entire amount
‣But what happens if you pay some of the money back????  Typically, 

they’ll only charge you on the amount you have out, but it’s a good 
idea to clarify
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What if the project takes longer than 
the loan allows?

‣Are there any extension fees? 
‣How much are they?
‣Careful, they may ask for their points all over again

‣This can become very costly

‣Be sure to ask up front, especially in this market when houses sit for 
longer than normal

‣And how often?
‣Most lenders make their money on the front end with the points, so 

they don’t like to extend loans for free

‣ Some lenders have a maximum number of times they will renew the 
loan
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What if the project takes longer than 
the loan allows?

‣Are there any extension fees? 
‣And what if they won’t extend….
‣ Foreclosure

‣ These lenders are typically local (within the state)

‣Meaning, they know what your project is worth

‣ You probably know them and their reputation

‣You might know them from the RE Clubs – they don’t want to foreclose on you, but they will if they 
have to

‣ It’s okay to ask what their foreclosure rate is

‣ It’s okay to ask how that will affect your credit, if they will go for deficiency judgments, etc.

‣Deed-in-Lieu – find out if this is an option

‣Story…. The investor who never 
planned on making a payment

21
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Logistics of Applying for a loan

‣What do you need to qualify?
‣Property Only: CMA and/or ARV, Pro-forma, Repair 
estimates, ROI Analysis
‣ They may also want to know what your overall plan is

‣ They may want to be involved especially if you are adding square 
footage to the property

‣Your qualifications: Credit report, bank reserves, tax 
statements, other collateral, etc.
‣Only asked for sometimes, but you may want to give it to them upfront 

if your financials are strong (and you may use it to negotiate a better 
interest rate/point schedule)
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Logistics of Applying for a loan

‣How long does the process take?
‣Some lenders are as quick as a few days, but in our 
experience, it’s not highly uncommon for them to take 
as long as a regular lender (and be just as picky) – ask 
them

‣At a minimum, it’s going to take them a few days to 
review the title commitment, survey, your application, 
complete their due diligence,  etc.

‣What fees are associated with the 
pre-qualification process?
‣Credit report, Application, deal evaluation fees, etc.
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Logistics of Applying for a loan

‣What might they ask you for?
‣Survey

‣Appraisal

‣Title Commitment

‣ Insurance
‣Most require that you pay a year in advance

‣Most require that you name the lender as an additional insured

‣ Theses are typically “Builder’s Risk” policies

‣ Inspections

‣Remodel bids
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Logistics of Applying for a loan

‣What might they ask you for?
‣Sign a Mortgage Broker / Loan Officer Disclosure form 
‣ States they are an independent contractor

‣ States how they get paid

‣Complies with the Savings & Mortgage Loan Acts of each state
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Putting in a Contract
‣The investor offer usually closes quickly 
but if you are working with a new hard 
money lender, you may want to give 
yourself 30 days, just in case
‣Hard Money lenders used to be QUICK (and many still are)
‣Today, many are doing almost as much due diligence as a 

regular lender

‣ In fact some have even backed out of a deal at the last 
minute (at the closing table)
‣ Know who you are dealing with

‣ Also note that some “hard money lenders” are just “Front men/women” for 
other people and they may be shopping your loan which may take time – be 
sure and ask
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Private Money
‣Private money = money from 
someone that is not a professional 
lender
‣Benefits: Better terms
‣Fewer or no points

‣Lower interest rates

‣Possible personal guarantee only (no liens)

‣Less due-diligence (not necessarily a benefit)
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Where To Find Private $$
‣Friends and Family
‣Self-directed IRA Investors
‣Network
‣Remember: Ask for “introductions” not “referrals” 

‣High net-worth networking
‣Golf clubs, charity events, etc. 
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Priming the Pump
‣Asking for private money should be 
done with a 2 (multi) step process
‣Script #1) “I have an investing business...details... 
would you ever be interested in investing in real estate, 
and if so, for what sorts of deals and how would you 
want me to present such a deal to you?”

‣Script #2) “I found a deal that appears to meet your 
investing criteria! I put together a pro-forma with the 
exact information that you requested. If you could take 
a look and let me know what you think, I would 
appreciate it”
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Private $$ Take Away
‣A good line-up of private money can fund 
your entire career
‣Confidence to do any deal

‣Ability to be the FAST CASH buyer everyone wants

‣Ability to PARTNER on any deal

‣Examples: Builder Student, Auction Student...

‣You can even become a HARD money 
lender!
‣Most hard money lenders, are just people with private money 

behind them (they keep the points)

‣Ability to be the BIG DOG
30
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Bank $$
‣Large banks rarely provide investor 
financing
‣Loans take time and are more likely to be owner 
occupied

‣Small banks ay have special programs
‣Similar to private money - find out process

‣All banks TAKE TIME to underwrite 
investor loans
‣ Investors GET DEALS with fast cash - often need speed
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Bank $$, cont.
‣Home Equity LOC
‣Business credit lines 
‣Although usually must be secured

‣Credit cards (with cash advance)
‣Traditional banking
‣ Including checking, wiring funds, etc. 
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Bank $$ Tips
‣In some cases you may be able to get 
a business line of credit
‣Typically $50K - $150K

‣May be high points, but if you plan to use it, it’s 
worthwhile
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Investors and Partners
‣Many (real) investors will also partner
‣Partners get 50-70% of the profits for funding the deal

‣Partners participate in PROFIT and RISK

‣Advertising yourself as a PARTNER or 
LENDER brings deals to you
‣Key to being a Big Dog
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OPL - Other People’s Loans
‣Subject-To/AMPS
‣You can “take over” payments on ANY loan with the 
seller’s permission

‣Notes
‣Even if a seller owns the property free-and-clear, you 
can ask them to loan you the money

‣IOUs
‣You can always pay the seller AFTER you buy the 
property, fix it, and resell it again
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Buying Subject-To

Seller Investor

Standard
 

Maste
r 

Agre
ement

Sale of Home

Makes Payments on Seller’s Loan
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Gains “Relief” 
from having to 
make mortgage 
payments going 

forward

Gains “Benefit” 
of Buying a 
home with 
financing!
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Buying With Notes
‣When buying a home owned “free-and-
clear” or with a lot of equity, always ask:
‣“What do you plan to do with the $$ ?”

‣If they say “invest it”, you offer them an 
investment:
‣“How would you like to make 8% on your money, with a 

fully secured loan?”

‣More to follow when we get to Deal 
Doer - Base Camp 3
‣Story: Inherited house for $115K

37
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Buying with IUOs
‣When dealing with motivated sellers, 
never forget the golden rule
‣The guy with the gold, makes the rule

‣Don’t be afraid to ask them to take 
the money after the remodel
‣Yes, they ALWAYS want it now, but people in hell also 
always want Iced Tea... and they are the motivated 
ones.

‣ If no, offer (a little) more $$

‣Story: Millwood home from parents
38
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Section 1 Homework
‣Identify 2 Hard Money Lenders
‣Call and discuss “process” using questions in this 
module

‣Identify 2 Private Money Lenders
‣Call and “prime the pump” with script #1 and #2 in this 
training module

39
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Today’s Training
1.Financing Deals 
2.Filling in Your Power Team
3.More Marketing

40
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‣When starting a business, you need a 
team to perform all of the functions
‣Determine what skills you are good at and outsource 
the rest

‣Determine what resources you have and find people 
and resources for what you need

‣Your ability to make $$ depends on 
how well you can scale your business
‣A well functioning Power Team is highly scalable

‣The team starts with…..  You!

Building Your Power Team

41
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Your Power Team
‣CPA
‣Lawyer(s)
‣Title Company
‣Realtor(s)
‣Wholesalers
‣Bird-dogs
‣Private Money Lender
‣Hard Money Lender
‣Marketing Resources
‣ Insurance Agent

42

‣Contractors
‣Mortgage Broker(s)
‣Banker
‣ Investors
‣Mentor(s)
‣Advanced Specialists
‣Short Sales
‣Equity Trusts
‣Auctions
‣Note Brokers
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Choosing a CPA
‣What do you want from them:
‣Extensive real estate (tax) experience

‣Multiple clients that FLIP houses and RENT houses

‣Test Questions: 
‣“Should I worry about IRS dealer status and what would 
that mean?” 

‣“Do you recommend I take accelerated depreciation 
on my rental properties?”

‣“What are the pros and cons of  using a 1031 exchange 
when buying rental property?”
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Choosing a Lawyer
‣What do you want from them:
‣Specializes specifically in real estate law 
‣Experience with (and supportive of) creative real estate 

investing practices

‣Test Questions: 
‣“Do you know how to write a contract to purchase a 

property subject-to?”
‣“Can you help prepare a wrap for me?” 
‣“Do you do evictions?”
‣“Can you describe the foreclosure process in this state?”

‣Are you familiar with the Dodd-Frank Act and SAFE Act 
when it comes to seller financing? 
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Choosing a Title Company
Note: In some states this could be a closing attorney...

‣What do you want from them:
‣Comfort with (and love for) investors!

‣Can close a deal in as little as 48 hours

‣Many (or most) of the other investors in town use this 
resource (ask around at your local REI club)

‣Test Questions: 
‣“Can you close a subject-to purchase?”

‣“Can you generate a wrap note for me?”

‣“Do you do simultaneous closes?   ...with dry funding?”

‣“Will you do the leg work on getting liens released?”
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Choosing a Realtor (review)
‣What do you want from them:
‣ Access to the MLS
‣ Comfort with (and love for) investors!
‣ Will tell you what you NEED to know - honest advice about what a property will 

REALLY sell for and how long it will really take
‣ Has a broker that is supportive of investor strategies: simultaneous closes, 

assignments, subject-to/seller financing, short sale flips, etc.
‣ Discount listings, Marketing Fees for referrals, Leads

‣Test Questions: 
‣ “Can you tell me where most of your investors find their deals?” (Hint: It’s not the 

MLS)
‣ “Do you know the difference between months of inventory and days on market?”
‣ “Do you have an FHA REO key?”
‣ “What is the most important criteria an investor looks at when buying a 

home?” (Hint: It’s not location) 
‣ “Do you participate in a local Real Estate Investor club or organization?”
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Choosing Wholesaler(s)
‣What do you want from them: 
‣Honesty and integrity! (good reputation)
‣Nice to have someone that knows ARVs, accurately assesses 

deals, etc. (However I would also buy a good deal from an idiot)
‣ People that hustle and find deals!

‣Test Questions: 
‣ “What marketing do you do?”
‣ “How did you get the lead?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣ You want the deal
‣ You can do the deal - actually close and fund
‣ You are not a wholesaler yourself

47
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Choosing a Bird Dog
‣What do you want from them:
‣ Leads!
‣ People that hustle and find deals! 
‣ People you can trust to do what you pay them to do (for paid 

services)

‣Test Questions: 
‣ “How much time will you spend on this?”
‣ “What do you plan to do to generate leads?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣ Referral/Marketing fees (Typ: $500 at close)
‣ Training/coaching/instruction
‣ Profit sharing?

48

Note: Profit Starter 
Program will TRAIN your 
bird dogs and give them 

affiliate websites to 
generated lead to you...
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Choosing a Private Money Lender

‣What do you want from them:
‣ Money to fund your deals 
‣ Reasonable terms (0-4 pts, 6-15% interest) 
‣ Trust based relationship

‣Test Questions: 
‣ “What sort of loans are you open to making (amounts, terms, etc.)?”
‣ “What do you need to see from me when evaluating a loan?”
‣ “How quickly can you make a loan?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣ First lien position
‣ Good LTV (70% or less minus repairs)
‣ Trust based relationship
‣ Possible personal guarantee

49
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Choosing a Hard Money Lender
‣What do you want from them:
‣ Money to fund your deals 
‣ Reasonable terms (2-5 pts, 12-18% interest)
‣ Business based relationship (but as personal as possible)
‣ Not to be nickel and dime’d with fees

‣Test Questions: 
‣ “What sort of loans do you make (amounts, terms, etc.)?”
‣ “What do you need to see from me when evaluating a loan (application process)?”
‣ “How quickly can you make a loan?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣ First lien position
‣ Good LTV (65-70% or less minus repairs)
‣ Survey, insurance, possible inspection, possible bids, possible escrow for taxes, 

etc.
‣ Possible personal guarantee

50
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Choosing a (Local) Marketing Resource

‣What do you want from them:
‣ Turn-key service: Manage an entire direct mail campaign
‣ Fast turn-around (mail w/in 2 days of receiving data)
‣ Fair rates (local is more expensive - but FASTER, more 

accountable, more service)
‣ Free Design services for logos, business cards, etc.

‣Test Questions: 
‣ “What mailing lists do you have that investors can use?”
‣ “Do you do design... what are your rates... how quickly can you 

generate collateral?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣ Repeat business & Referrals
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Choosing an (Online) Marketing 
Resource

‣What do you want from them:
‣Turn-key service: 
‣ ex. Click2Mail: for mail campaigns

‣ ex. 99Designs.com  for logos, brochures, etc. 

‣Low rates 

‣Test Questions: 
‣N/A: Shop for price and reputation

‣What do they want from you?
‣Repeat business
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Choosing An Insurance Agent

‣What do you want from them:
‣Same day policy issuance (a declaration page) 

‣ Investor friendly policies: non-owner-occupied, vacant, 
renovation projects, etc.

‣Less than 6-month policies for renovations

‣Not needing $$ in advance

‣Test Questions: 
‣“Can you issue policies for me on non-owner-occupied, 

vacant renovation projects - the same day?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣Repeat business and referrals 
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Choosing Contractors
‣What do you want from them:
‣Fast, Cheap, Good - Pick Two!

‣Honesty, Integrity!

‣Not broke - Not needing $$ in advance

‣Detailed contract!

‣Test Questions: 
‣“Can I talk to the LAST guy you worked for?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣As much $$ up front (as early) as possible (Hint: NO!)
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Choosing a Mortgage Broker

‣What do you want from them:
‣Loans for rentals, cash outs, homesteads, buyers

‣Competence - They ALL say “no problem” but only the 
pros really know if it’s gonna work

‣Test Questions: 
‣“What unique products do you have for investors?”

‣“When was the last time you closed an investor loan?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣An application (it’s a numbers game for them)
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Choosing a Banker
‣What do you want from them:
‣Loans for rentals, cash outs, homestead 

‣Banking services

‣Competence - They all say “no problem” but only the 
pros really know if it’s gonna work

‣Test Questions: 
‣“What unique products do you have for investors?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣Banking services - checking/savings/business accounts 

with them (with $ in the accounts....)

‣An application (it’s a numbers game for them)
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Choosing Investors
‣What do you want from them:
‣Relational Capital!
‣Your Net Worth = Your Network  - Network UP!!

‣Test Questions: 
‣“How many deals have you done?”

‣“What are you looking for?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣Wholesale Deals, Leads, Buyers, Sellers, Training, etc. 
‣ HINT: the BIG DOG supplies ALL of these!

‣ ...Partners, Money, Power Team resources, Honesty, 
Integrity - Hint: and these.... 
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Choosing Advanced Specialists

‣What do you want from them:
‣Help closing deals using advanced strategies: Short 
sales, Subject-To (MAPS/AMPS), Auctions, Equity 
Holding Trusts, etc. 

‣High integrity

‣Test Questions: 
‣“How many XYZ transactions have you done?”

‣“What are your fees?”

‣What do they want from you?
‣Fees and repeat business
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Final Thoughts
‣Building a Power Team is critical but 
not urgent
‣Spend 85% of your time looking for deals... and 15% 

building your business

‣Don’t build the perfect business that has never made a 
dollar!

‣A good power team will allow you to 
land “The Big Ones” when you find 
them
‣ In the long run, you won’t make the big $$ without an 

“A” team
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Building The Power Team
See: Blueprint File
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Relationship Building / Contact NotesRelationship Building / Contact NotesRelationship Building / Contact NotesRelationship Building / Contact NotesRelationship Building / Contact NotesRelationship Building / Contact Notes
Team Member Who / Contact Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6

Example: Mr. Example
512-555-5555

Spoke with Mr. Example on the phone and set 
up meeting to discuss entities

Met with Mr. Example and discussed entity 
formations

Set up Entities with Mr. Example and got EIN # 
from State

Didn't need to contact lawyer this month Spoke w/ Mr. Example about taking over a 
property subject-to

Got Subject-to legal documents from Mr. 
Example

Lawyer(s)

CPA

Ken

Title Company Bill

Realtor(s) John

Wholesalers

Amps and RI Groups

Bird-dogs

Bob, Allen, Clint my list…

Private Money 
Lender

Hard Money Lender

Marketing 
Resources

Allen

Insurance Agent

Sam

Contractors

Clin

Mortgage Broker(s)

Richard, James

Banker

Wells, good question

Investors

Amps and RI Groups
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Building The Power Team, cont.

‣Your BEST resource for finding Power 
Team people is other investors
‣When “interviewing” other investors, 
ask them who they use
‣Tip: Always ask for “Introductions” 
and not “Referrals” 
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Section 2 Homework
‣Identify (another) 10 (investor) prospects 
for joining your buyer’s list (and 
marketing co-op)
‣Add to interview: 
‣ “By the way, who do you use for XYZ?” 

‣ “Do you have any wholesale deals to sell??”

‣Call your 10 (additional) prospects!

‣Fill in the Blueprint (spreadsheet) Power 
Team tab
‣ Interview (multiple) and start ADDING TWO Power Team 

members per week (until complete)
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Today’s Training
1.Financing Deals 
2.Filling in Your Power Team
3.More Marketing
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Marketing Contents
‣Why you can’t live without marketing
‣Time vs. Money trade-off
‣Marketing Strategies that work!
‣Identify your target market
‣Creating the Message
‣Insourcing vs. Outsourcing
‣Our experience
‣Marketing Strategies
‣Resources
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Marketing
‣Marketing is the core of any business
‣The best real estate investors are the best 
marketers
‣You can never stop marketing (even when 
you get a deal and/or are working on a 
project)
‣We use dozens of different ways to 
market for buyers and sellers
‣We’ll share those with you in this program
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Marketing Works for
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Wholesaling Rehab 
Fix & Flip

Seller Financing
Mortgage Assign Lease/Option

Seller Financing
Wraps
EHT

Tax & Mortgage
Sale Arbitrage

Short Sales Equity Partnering

Traditional 
Listings & 
Referrals

Combo Plans

Wholesaling

Buy & Hold Tax & Mortgage
Auctions

House Swapping Commercial Note Buying
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The Marketing Trade-off
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The Marketing Trade-off
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The Marketing Trade-off
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Top Marketing Strategies
‣ Mass media: TV, Radio, 

Billboards
‣ Newspaper Ads
‣ Direct Mail
‣ Tax Late List
‣ Pre-foreclosure
‣ Divorce
‣ Probate
‣ Modeled
‣ Bankruptcy
‣ Non-owner occupied
‣ Section 8 Landlord list
‣ Code Enforcement list
‣ Expired Listings
‣ Late/Notice of Default
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‣ Bandit Signs
‣ Magnetic Signs
‣ Driving for Dollars Door Hanger/

Sticky
‣ Letters of Intent
‣ Business Cards
‣ FSBO Marketing
‣ Past Customer Referrals
‣ Professional & Personal Referrals
‣ Networking
‣ Door Knocking
‣ Craigslist
‣ Social Media
‣ Website
‣ Email (Auto-responders)
‣ REImatcher.com
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Target Market
‣You must identify your target market 
before you start marketing
‣You have to figure out which areas, 
which types of properties, which types 
of owners, which types of situations - 
so you’ll have to do some research 
before you get started
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Target Market
‣Motivated Sellers
‣ Income has gone down
‣ Expenses have gone up

‣Common Causes of Motivation
‣ Buying/Bought another home
‣ Financial issues
‣ Facing foreclosure
‣ Heath reasons
‣ Separation/Divorce
‣ Investment Property with issues
‣ Job Loss
‣ Selling an Estate/Inheritance
‣ Illness or Death in the family 
‣ Moving/Moved
‣ Need a different size home
‣ Doesn’t want to work with a Realtor
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Messaging
‣You have to let people know that you 
are a problem solver
‣Repetition - Industry Rule of thumb is 
“7th time is a charm”
‣You have to get your message to 
them at the exact moment your target 
market needs your service
‣Repetition at the moment of need
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Messaging Overview
1.Stand Out Headline
2.Describe the Problem
3.Demonstrate Empathy
4.Create & leverage a shared connection
5.Differentiate with Relevance
6.Unique Selling Proposition
7.Credibility & Authenticity
8.Ability to Close
9.Solve the Problem
10.Sense of Urgency
11.Call to Action
12.P.S.
13.Go Local!
14.Instructions to keep your materials
15.Confidentiality & Respect
16.Multiple Contract Options (Strategies)
17.Free Reports
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Insource vs. Outsource
‣You should Insource under the 
following circumstances:
‣ It takes truly specialized skill to do

‣Networking - you’ve got to personally do this

‣You should Outsource under the 
following circumstances:
‣A monkey could do it and still get it pretty right

‣ If it’s handwriting, printing, folding, stuffing, stamping, 
& mailing 500 letters - automate it with a Marketing 
Professional Company
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Insource vs. Outsource
‣The truth about Outsourcing
‣No one will ever do it as good as you do

‣You’ll have to use our “Satisficing Strategy”
‣ Satisficing is aiming to achieve only satisfactory results because doing 

so is quick, easy, and hassle-free, whereas aiming for the best 
achievable result (the level you could do it at if you did it all yourself) 
would increase your costs, effort, and your ability to do other, higher 
value, bigger return activities

‣ That doesn’t mean be sloppy, it means an acceptable threshold

‣ It has to satisfy the minimum requirements for achieving a goal

‣At the end of the day, it doesn’t have to be perfect, it just has to be 
good enough and most importantly, it has to be done!
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Our Experience
‣We use many of the strategies
‣But for us, we focus more on the higher 
dollar marketing strategies that are 
outsourced because of our financial 
position and time constraints
‣If you have all the time in the world, but no 
money, then you’ll focus on low cost 
activities
‣The Good News: There’s no right or wrong 
on time vs. cost marketing strategies
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Tips for Success
‣Don’t just try something once and 
then give up
‣Successful marketing requires multiple 
touches
‣Know your market and what they 
need
‣Never stop marketing
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Top Marketing Strategies
‣ Mass media: TV, Radio, 

Billboards
‣ Newspaper Ads
‣ Direct Mail
‣ Tax Late List
‣ Pre-foreclosure
‣ Divorce
‣ Probate
‣ Modeled
‣ Bankruptcy
‣ Non-owner occupied
‣ Section 8 Landlord list
‣ Code Enforcement list
‣ Expired Listings
‣ Late/Notice of Default
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‣ Bandit Signs
‣ Magnetic Signs
‣ Driving for Dollars Door Hanger/

Sticky
‣ Letters of Intent
‣ Business Cards
‣ FSBO Marketing
‣ Past Customer Referrals
‣ Professional & Personal Referrals
‣ Networking
‣ Door Knocking
‣ Craigslist
‣ Social Media
‣ Website
‣ Email (Auto-responders)
‣ REImatcher.com
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Mass Media: TV, Radio, Billboards

‣This is not cheap, but it’s effective
‣To run a good campaign in an average size 
market, you’ll need to spend ~$5K on TV, $1K 
on radio, & $1K on Billboard - those numbers 
are per month folks!
‣The frequency and reach - two key 
components of marketing are high, but it’s a 
shot gun approach
‣The best way to do this is to team up with 
colleague, form a Marketing Co-Op and 
conquer
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TV Commercial
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Newspaper Ads
‣ It’s expensive to advertise in your local paper and it’s 
actually become less effective as readership has 
decreased over time
‣Smaller papers, Thrifty Nickel, Greensheet, etc., are 
much cheaper and as a result, more competitive  - 
you’ll get traffic from this but it’ll be a lot of lower end 
stuff (a la Mobile Homes)
‣To run a good campaign in an average size market, 
you’ll need to spend ~$300-500/month
‣Generally people who subscribe, read, and look for 
solutions in the local paper are above 50 years old and 
if you are above 50, there’s a pretty good chance you 
have equity
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Direct Mail
Part 1

83

‣This is not cheap, but it’s effective
‣To run a good campaign in an average size market, 
you’ll need to spend ~$500/mo
‣To be effective, you have to pick the right market and 
send them the right message
‣ List/Msg: Foreclosure list - Stop Foreclosure, Solutions
‣ List/Msg: Non-Owner Occ - Yellow Letter
‣ List/Msg: Expired Listing - Sell today without commissions

‣You’ll need to send and resend
‣ If you do this consistently (and spend a fair amount of 
money) you can rely on this strategy to be a solid 
source of leads/deals
‣List Sources: REIMatcher, MelissaData, Click2Mail
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‣Tax Late List
‣Pre-foreclosure
‣Divorce
‣Probate
‣Modeled
‣Bankruptcy
‣Non-owner occupied
‣Section 8 Landlord list
‣Code Enforcement list
‣Expired Listings
‣Late/Notice of Default
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Direct Mail Lists
Part 2
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !   April 13, 2012

Dear Homeowner,

I noticed your name on this month’s foreclosure list and I wanted to reach out to you to see if I 
could help.  

Based on my analysis, it looks like you have a lot of equity and I’d like to help you capture as 
much of that as possible by making you a FAIR offer that closes before the auction on 5/1/12.

In these situations, the homeowners who act the quickest usually get the most money for their 
homes.  I’m in a financial position to pay off the loan and put some money in your pocket.

I’d love to sit down with you and discuss your options.  I’ve found that no situation is exactly the 
same and I want to develop a plan that works for you and your unique circumstance.

When we buy houses, our offers are always:
  FAIR - We buy at a discount, but always make an equitable offer.
  All CASH - You don’t have to worry about a buyer getting traditional funding that could !delay the 
! close and push you into foreclosure.
  Set to Close quickly - So you don’t have to worry about the bank foreclosing.
  As-Is - You don’t have to make a single repair!
  Commission Free - You won’t pay a single commission on the sale if I buy the house.

Please call us right away so we can customize a solution that works for you.  You can set up a no 
obligation appointment by calling 512-555-5555.

Sincerely,
   

Shenoah Grove
Owner, Realtor, & Broker
Hippie Hollow Realty
Austin, TX

P.S. Even if you are not ready to sell your house, we have many tricks we can share with you to 
help stop the foreclosure.  Call us at 512-555-5555 for details.

P.P.S. We never charge anything for our services, it’s absolutely free of charge and without 
obligation.

P.P.S. Even though I’m a Realtor, this letter is not a solicitation for a listing.  I have many solutions 
in addition to listing your property that could help you.

Copyright MMXIII
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Effective Examples
Part 3
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Foreclosure 
List 

Marketing

March 25, 2013
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Effective Examples
Part 4
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  Hi, My name is Phill Grove and I would like
  to $BUY$ Your House in Austin, TX!

Get an offer Today!  Just tell me about your house at:
www.HippieHollowHomes.com

or
Call me at 512-555-5555!

Thanks,
    Phill

Phill Grove
1234 Main St.
Austin, TX 78704

I really want to buy your house!

                    John Smith
                   12 Tenant Way

                        Austin, TX 78702
www.HippieHollowHomes.com

                                                           IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Presorted
First-Class Mail

US Postage
PAID
MSVP

11101 Metro Airport Dr
Romulus, MI 48177

REImatcher
Postcard
Example

* I really want to buy your house!
‣Do-it-yourself: $.33/ea
‣Done-for-you:
‣ REIMatcher: $.58/ea (500) includes list
‣ Click2Mail: $.35/ea (100) you supply list
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Effective Examples
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Phill Grove
1234 Main St.
Austin, TX 78702

    Regarding your property at: 4605 Lennox Ave

John Smith
12 Tenant Way

Austin, TX 78745

Front of postcard

Non-Owner
Occupant

List 
Marketing
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Effective Examples
Part 6
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Interested in a CASH Offer on your Property?

I Pay CASH for Properties in ANY Condition!

Call me TODAY at 512-555-5555

We pay CASH and we’ll cover all the closing costs
No Commission & No Realtors

AS-IS - You’ll never have to make a repair
Quick Closes - We’ll close on your time frame

Tenant Issues, Repair Issues, Multiple Liens - No Problem

Call me at 512-555-5555 for a no obligation 
consultation

Back of postcard

Non-Owner
Occupant

List 
Marketing
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Effective Examples
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Hi!

   My name is Phill, and 

I want to BUY YOUR 

HOUSE at 11510 Maple! 

Please contact me!!  

              Phill 853-9522

PhillBuysHouses.com

‣Yellow letters have 
historically the 
highest response 
rate REI marketing 
piece ever created
‣10-50% Response 
rate!!!
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Bandit Signs
Part 1

‣Takes little money and only 2-4 hours/week
‣Very effective
‣They sometimes get removed within hours of 
installation
‣Watch out for code enforcement calls
‣Google voice
‣Yellow sign with black writing is the most 
effective
‣Done consistently and in the right locations, 
this can bring continual leads/deals
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Bandit Signs
Part 2
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Magnetic Signs
‣Very cheap ($15-30/sign)
‣Unlike bandit signs, they last forever
‣Same messaging as a bandit sign
‣10-20 calls/year & 1 deal/year
‣Not for the prideful.... but may be worth 
it for a $15K deal
‣Alternatives: Car Decals (put on back 
windshield) and Vehicle Wraps (put 
around entire car)

92
Lara Story - 9507 Oriole (Bought for $55,000, Sold for 
$112,000, Renovation: $14,300, Net Profit: $15,329
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Driving for Dollars
‣A great way to get started and critically look at properties and 

neighborhood for opportunities
‣ Low cost, but takes a lot of time 
‣ Look for:

‣ Abandoned, Overgrown yards, Deferred maintenance, Blue tarps coving roofs, Peeling 
paint, Broken windows, Missing AC units, Boarded up, Mail pouring out of mailbox, Phone 
books/Newspapers/Ads at door, FSBO or For Rent signs, etc.

‣ Take organized notes on property address and condition
‣ If it looks like someone is living there, stick a note on the door, 

if no one is living there, do the research to find them and mail 
them a letter (these can be some of the best deals!)
‣ This strategy has a very high probability for success, but it’s a 

little unpredictable - the trick is to continue to follow up!
‣Once you get brave enough, you’ll start adding door knocking 

to the strategy and talking to neighbors
93

Leslie & Jared & Shane Story
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Door Hanger/Sticky
‣Great addition to Driving for Dollars Strategy
‣Low cost ($.10-$.30/unit), but high time strategy
‣Place on properties when you are Driving for 
Dollars, Driving the Pre-foreclosure list, or 
anytime (our strategy)
‣Always keep these in your car - you never know....
‣Average response rate - depending on situation - 
works well for targeted motivated owners (pre-
foreclosure list & houses that have visible issues), 
but as so well if it’s just a blanket approach on a 
neighborhood (unless it’s an AMPS-type 
neighborhood)
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Sticky Notes (Door Hangers)

‣Door Hangers or 
Door “sticky notes” 
aka: Post-it Notes
‣Incredibly 
inexpensive 
advertising...
‣NoteAds.com
‣<$.02/each!

‣~100/hr

95

I’m interested in

$$$ Buying $$ 

your home!!

Please call me

512-555-1212

www.MrBuyer.com
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Letters of Intent
‣Make offers! Simple 1 page offers
‣Great strategy for FSBO, expired, old & 
withdrawn listings
‣Don’t stress over offer price - first offer is 70% of 
tax value (minus repairs if you can see them) - no 
one ever accepts your first offer (so don’t fret that 
you’ll have to buy something that’s overpriced
‣Low response rate (1 in 100), but it doesn’t 
matter if you outsource the offer
‣When you get a response, that’s when you 
negotiate the real offer on a regular contract
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Business Cards
Part 1

‣This is a low cost, must-have tool
‣You might have 2 or 3 different business 
cards - 1 for sellers, 1 for buyers, and 1 for 
other investors
‣Must include your logo, company name, 
address, phone number, email address, 
website
‣Tips: don’t use a gmail/yahoo email 
address, buy your own domain and set it 
up
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LOVE
AMERICAN

HOMES
Love American Homes

Phill Grove
Senior Managing Partner

O: 512-853-9522

F: 512-853-5750

www.LoveAmericanHomes.com

pgrove@LoveAmericanHomes.com
{Office Address
Optional}

Business Cards
Part 2
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FSBO
‣FSBO - For Sale by Owner
‣Low cost, but high time strategy - unless you 
outsource it
‣Most people use the FSBO strategy because:

1. They don’t have enough equity to hire a Realtor

2. They are too cheap to hire a Realtor

3. They don’t like Realtors and/or the process of showing multiple buyers going 
through the option & financing period 

4.They are crazy and know there home is worth more than the Realtor tells them

‣You can secure a deal out of category 1, 2, & 3
‣Find them on ForSaleByOwner.com FSBO.net, 
HomesbyOwner.com, FSBOonline.com, Craigslist, 
etc.
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Past Customer Referrals
‣A low cost, low time effort to generate leads
‣Secret - do good by people and they’ll send 
their friends/colleagues to you
‣Secret - always ask for referrals
‣Tip - pay them for referrals - they may 
become your best bird dog ever!
‣When you get one of these calls, you can 
almost guarantee a deal
‣As a real estate investor, you cannot rely on 
this strategy to put food on the table
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Professional & Personal Referrals

‣ Let’s update the old saying: “It’s not what you know, it’s who you 
know.” to “It’s not who you know, it’s who knows you.”
‣ Your network can bring you deals - if you let them know what 

you do, make it relatable and demonstrate how you’ve helped 
people
‣ It’s typically a low cost activity, but it does take some time to re-

brand yourself as a RE Investor Professional
‣ This is a great way to expand your business by 1-3 deals/year 

(depending on how well you work your network)
‣ It’s about letting your professional colleagues know what you do 

and keeping you at the top of their mind when they find 
someone who needs help - reminders help
‣ Professional Referrals usually come from Title Co’s, Insurance 

Agents, Realtors, Mortgage & RE Agent Brokers, etc.- always be 
on the look out
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Networking
‣Nothing is going to determine your success in this 
business more than marketing, education & training, 
and networking - it’s one of the big 3 and it’s how you 
can sometimes turn a no-deal into a super deal....
‣You have to be committed to making networking a part 
of your business and a part of your marketing
‣Be sure you monetize your network, don’t just be a 
connector, but don’t annoy your network either
‣ If you cultivate the relationships, you can depend on a 
1-5 deals/year from your Networking
‣Some investors depend exclusively on this technique 
and don’t need to do a lot of marketing any more - 
that’s becoming the Big Dog
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Door Knocking
‣ An outstanding, highly effective strategy! If you knock on the 

right doors (i.e. Pre-foreclosures), you are almost guaranteed to 
get a deal
‣ It takes time but very little money
‣ It takes GUTS to do this strategy - you are talking to real people 

who 1) are in denial, 2) are angry, 3) think they’ve got the 
problem solved, 4) have talked to 50 other investors - this is a 
scary activity
‣ You must develop your PITCH and refine it based on who 

answers the door and how they respond
‣ You must develop a response to “I’ve already got my problem 

solved”, “It’s a mistake”, etc.
‣ Always pack your “Investor Equipment” - i.e. Contracts, Sub-to 

Addendum, Authorization to Release, Seller Interview, Repair 
Estimator
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Craigslist
Part 1

‣Totally FREE leads!
‣Just ask: “Would you 
like to talk to an 
investor?”
‣Enter their name, 
number in your Bird 
Dog website!

‣Hint: Also call any of 
20 For-Sale-By-
Owner websites...
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Craigslist
Part 2

‣Cut & paste this Ad 
into Craigslist
‣Hint: you can paste this 
ad (or variations of this 
ad) over and over
‣Make $$ while sleeping!

‣Hint: You can paste this 
ad for multiple investors
‣All over North America!
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Title: Looking to BUY several houses!!

Would you like to talk to an investor about selling your 
home quickly?

Would you like a FAST CASH offer on your home? 

Even if you have little, no, or negative equity new 
programs allow you to sell your home FAST, and at no 
cost to you and no harm to your credit!

Click HERE to contact us and receive a FAST offer on 
your home!

FREE Ad: Craigslist.com

Goes to one of your Bird 
Dog Sites
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‣When you talk to these people, you’ll 
need a good script:
‣“Hi, my name is Phill Grove and I’d like to talk to you 
about your property.  I work with several investors that 
buy property all over the city and I’d love to show your 
property to them.  They are reliable buyers that can 
close quickly, regardless of the situation or repairs.  
Would you mind if I got a little more information from 
you and gave that to my investor partners?”
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Social Media
‣Let people everywhere know what 
you are doing 
‣Ask people to bring you leads
‣Create a Facebook Fanpage
‣Create a Google+ Account
‣Create a Meetup.com Group
‣All of these things will bring you leads
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Website
‣Websites are online billboards for 
your business
‣It’s a great place to send people to 
learn about you and your business
‣If you add a lead capture form on 
there, you can send leads there too
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Email (Auto-responders)
‣The money is in the follow up and 
follow through
‣Auto-responders can be a great way 
to communicate with your clients with 
just a click of a button
‣We’ve done deals that most investors 
would have forgotten about because 
of auto-responders
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REImatcher.com
‣REImatcher.com is home to all of your must-
have investor tools for investing in Real Estate
‣REImatcher Pro users have access to dozens 
of features to quickly automate your investor 
business including:
‣Websites - Seller, Buyer, & Professional

‣Autoresponders
‣Deal Scoreboard

‣Docusign Electronic Signature Integration

‣Marketing Co-op
‣ Free Training

‣& Much, much more
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Bird Dogs
‣Bird Dogs can be postal workers, delivery people, hair 
dressers, taxi drivers, under employed, new investors, 
etc. that run across deals in their daily lives
‣This is a low cost strategy but it can be time consuming 
if you have to train each one - let them know what to 
look for so they can make the best of everyone’s time
‣ The first few “deals” may not be actual deals, but you can use it as a training 

session for your Bird Dog

‣Offer to cut them in on the deal  negotiate what you 
must based on the financials of the deal - some deals 
are worth more and some are worth less than others
‣Bird Dog Test - Ask them to create an account on 
REImatcher.com and watch the free training to get the 
basics down - we’ll train them for you!
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Bird Dog - Tips!
‣Most Bird Dogs are “All hat, no 
cattle”
‣Get them to BUY Profit Starter... to 
see if they are real (you even get a 
commission)
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Wholesalers
Part 1 (Where you are Buying from a Wholesaler)

‣Buying from Wholesalers is a GREAT way to find 
deals, but don’t let this be your only strategy
‣You can typically buy a deal from a Wholesaler 
anywhere from $500-$5000
‣ I don’t care how much the wholesaler is making - as 
long as I can get a 70% deal still
‣Let the Wholesaler know that you are a desirable 
buyer - i.e. you show up to closing with cash
‣ It’s not a good idea to get the house under contract, 
tie up their option period, and then try to wholesale 
it to someone else - it’s just not good etiquette 
(unless you really do have your buyer totally line up)
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Wholesalers
Part 2 (Where you are the Wholesaler selling to another Investor)

‣Wholesaling is a GREAT way to sell properties you 
don’t want to buy yourself
‣You can typically sell a deal to another investor for 
$500-$5000
‣Be sure to give reasonable comps and repair estimates 
- you’ll want that investor to buy from you again
‣Look for desirable investor buyers with money who are 
not just trying to wholesale your wholesale
‣Make sure you really have the deal “tied up” and under 
contract - that way no one can steal the deal from you
‣Decide early on if you want to take an assignment fee 
or do a simultaneous close
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Marketing Resources
‣ REImatcher - Lists & Mailings, websites, auto-responders, 

investor tools, training, etc.
‣MelissaData - Lists
‣ Click2Mail - Lists & Mailings
‣ Intellius.com, SheSpiesPI.com - Skip Trace Search
‣ BanditSigns.com 
‣ ForSaleByOwner.com, FSBO.net, HomesbyOwner.com, 

FSBOonline.com
‣HUDHomeStore.com, HomePath.com - Foreclosure listings
‣ Lead Source Service
‣Great Realtors & Great Contractors for bringing you deals and 

evaluating deals
‣ Local RE Investor Clubs for networking & finding wholesalers/

bird dogs
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Section 3 Homework 
‣REPEAT: Choose 2 of the NEW 
marketing methods and EXECUTE 
Campaign
‣Note: You should now be conducting 4 separate 
marketing campaigns each week. 

‣ I am more concerned with consistency than volume (for 
now)

‣Without marketing - there is no chance you will make $, 
regardless of everything else you do
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Review
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Section 1 Homework
‣Identify 2 Hard Money Lenders
‣Call and discuss “process” 

‣Identify 2 Private Money Lenders
‣Prime the pump with script #1
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Section 2 Homework
‣Identify (another) 10 (investor) prospects 
for joining your buyer’s list (and 
marketing co-op)
‣Add to interview: 
‣ “By the way, who do you use for XYZ?” 

‣ “Do you have any wholesale deals to sell??”

‣Call your 10 (additional) prospects!

‣Fill in the Blueprint (spreadsheet) Power 
Team tab
‣ Interview (multiple) and start ADDING TWO Power Team 

members per week (until complete)
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Section 3 Homework 
‣REPEAT: Choose 2 of the NEW 
marketing methods and EXECUTE 
Campaign
‣Note: You should now be conducting 4 separate 
marketing campaigns each week. 

‣ I am more concerned with consistency than volume (for 
now)

‣Without marketing - there is no chance you will make $, 
regardless of everything else you do
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Are You Starting To See...
 Where this is going???

‣Big Dog = Deal Flow + Money
‣Deal Flow = 
‣Marketing

‣Marketing co-op

‣Network

‣Money = 
‣OPM - Other People’s Money

‣OPL - Other People’s Loans

‣Whomever has the most deal flow 
wins
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